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Introductory Text
Presenting innovative, low-cost design responses to the needs
and input of underserved communities around the world, Design
with the 90% extends a series of exhibitions organized by
Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, dedicated to
socially responsible design. Over the last decade, these
groundbreaking exhibitions have sparked a global dialogue
around design’s significant role in addressing critical 21st-century
challenges.
The first exhibition of the series, Design for the Other 90%,
explored workable design solutions for counteracting the
consequences of extreme poverty. Its next iteration, Design with
the Other 90%: CITIES, addressed the complexities of rapid
unprecedented urbanization. By the People: Designing a Better
America showcased innovative and inclusive design responses to
the impact of poverty in the United States. The projects chosen for
Design with the 90% highlight how design is improving access to
life’s essentials—clean water, health care, education, and shelter—
as well as increasing economic opportunities and strengthening
communities.
Cooper Hewitt—America’s design museum—and the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation share a commitment to empowering
people to change the world. We invite you to explore and be
inspired to design a better future for your community and
beyond.
#DesignWithThe90
Cooperhewitt.org
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How might design TRANSFORM lives around the
world?
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AdSpecs
Designer: Joshua Silver, Centre for Vision in the Developing World
(London and Oxford, United Kingdom), 1985–present
Used In: Afghanistan, Angola, Belgium, Belize, Benin, Botswana,
Brazil, Burkina Faso, China, El Salvador, Gabon, Ghana, Liberia,
Mali, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, South
Africa, Zambia

© Centre for Vision in the Developing World
Over half a billion people worldwide need—yet cannot afford—
vision correction, limiting their ability to live normal and productive
lives. In many parts of the world people are not even aware their
poor vision can be corrected, and eyeglasses are often prohibitively
expensive and only available in urban areas. Seeing the
overwhelming need, atomic physicist Joshua Silver was determined
to find a low-cost solution, and designed an affordable spectacle
that can be easily adjusted onsite to immediately improve vision. As
of 2009, over 30,000 AdSpecs have been deployed worldwide.
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AdSpecs Eyeglasses
Designers: Joshua Silver, Centre for Vision in the Developing
World; Collaborator: Lawrence Jenkin (frame design) (London,
United Kingdom), 2002 (design); Manufacturer: Red Chip and LianJun (Hong Kong and Shenzhen, China), 2004 (manufacture);
Lenses: Polyethylene terephthalate mylar membrane, high
refractive index silicone fluid; Polycarbonate lens membrane
covers, Frame: Acrylic, Syringes: Polypropylene, Wheel:
Polytetrafluoroethylene plastic

© Centre for Vision in the Developing World
AdSpecs are self-corrective, low-cost eyewear whose wearers fill
their own prescription without expensive optical equipment by
adjusting the amount of silicon oil in a sac sandwiched between
each lens. Once filled, the sacs are sealed off and the syringes
removed. The low-cost design is currently priced at $19 USD a pair.
Courtesy of Joshua Silver

Child Vision Eyeglasses
Designers: Joshua Silver (lenses and overall design), Maja Kecman
(frames), David Crosby, Owen Reading, Richard Taylor (lenses),
Centre for Vision in the Developing World, 2011 (design);
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Manufacturer: Contour Optik (Chiayi, Taiwan), 2014 (manufacture);
Lenses: Polycarbonate front lenses; Polyester back membrane;
High refractive index silicone fluid, Frame: Polycarbonate plastic,
Syringes: Polypropylene plastic, Dial: Plastic
In 2011, the Centre designed a lighter, smaller frame size for the
estimated 60 million young people, ages 12–18, living in developing
countries who suffer from myopia, or nearsightedness, and lack
access to accurate vision correction. Poor vision is particularly
important for youth as it impacts their early education, social
interactions, and economic future.
Courtesy of Joshua Silver
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Bicycle Phone Charger
Designer: Bernard Kiwia (Arusha, Tanzania), 2010–present
Used In: Tanzania

© Bernard B. Kiwia
In Tanzania, the majority of people live without electricity, yet close
to three-quarters of the country use mobile phones. After
experiencing rolling electrical outages with no way to charge his
mobile phone, Bernard Kiwia, a trained electrician and bicycle
mechanic, was determined to find an alternative source of power.
Inspired by MIT D-Lab’s 2007 International Design Development
Summit, he made a series of charger prototypes from bicycle
spokes and brake cables. Over two years he developed it to work
on all phones, and today the charger is being used throughout the
city by people without access to the electrical grid.
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Charger
Designer: Bernard Kiwia; Manufacturer: Bernard Kiwia with local
youth (Arusha, Tanzania), 2010; 470 microfarad capacitor, 7806
transistor (voltage regulator), cellphone cord, radio cassette motor
(12V DC motor), brake parts (brake pipe, brake clamp), bicycle
parts (rubber roller, spoke, metal u-bracket, spring wire, 8mm nylon
rod)
This mobile phone charger is designed from locally-sourced
material and scrap bicycle and radio parts. It generates power
when its roller comes in contact with the bike’s spinning wheel.
Courtesy of Bernard Kiwia
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BURN Cookstoves
Designers: Paul Means, Peter Scott, BURN Design Lab (Vashon,
Washington, USA); Collaborators: Bataan Peninsula State
University (Balanga, Philippines), BURN Manufacturing (Ruiru,
Kenya), Burro (Koforidua, Ghana), Hands for Peacemaking
Foundation (Santa Cruz Barillas, Guatemala), University of
Washington (Seattle, Washington, USA), 2010–present
Jikokoa Xtra Used In: Cambodia, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Djibouti, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Kenya, Somalia, Somaliland,
Tanzania, Uganda
Pequeña Plancha Stove Used In: Guatemala

Courtesy of BURN Manufacturing
Responding to the environmental devastation caused by
deforestation in Africa, Peter Scott launched BURN Design Lab on
an island in Washington’s Puget Sound to design the world’s best
cookstoves. BURN currently manufactures its super-efficient
Jikokoa in Kenya. Their iterative design process incorporates user
input at each step—from cook tests using early prototypes to multiweek home placements—combining the science of combustion and
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heat transfer with challenges of cooking with wood and charcoal.
Expanding beyond Africa, BURN Design Lab collaborations are
improving stoves around the world—burning less fuel, emitting less
smoke, and lasting longer for a lower cost.
Jikokoa Xtra
Designers: BURN Manufacturing and BURN Design Lab;
Manufacturer: BURN Manufacturing (Ruiru, Kenya), 2011–present;
Aluminum-zinc alloy coated carbon steel, polyvinyl chloride coating,
heat shrink tubing, epoxy powder, wire grate, ceramic fiber
insulation, rubber
Used in: Cambodia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Guatemala, Kenya, Somalia, Somaliland, Tanzania,
Uganda
The fourth-generation Jikokoa charcoal-burning Xtra—designed in
Kenya—is a highly fuel-efficient cookstove that emits 60% less
indoor smoke than traditional stoves. BURN’s modern, solarpowered Kenyan facility has produced more than 400,000 stoves
since 2013. Based on consumer demand, Xtra’s design is 20%
larger, more durable, and cost efficient to use.
Courtesy of BURN Manufacturing

Pequeña Plancha Stove
Designers: BURN Design Lab, Hands for Peacemaking
Foundation, University of Washington; Manufacturer: Hands for
Peacemaking Foundation (Santa Cruz Barillas, Guatemala), 2018;
Carbon steel, indigenous red clay fire brick, pumice, ceramic tile,
cement tile grout, aluminum-zinc alloy coated steel ducting
Used in: Guatemala
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Courtesy of Marco Tulio Maldonado
Nearly 2.5 million Guatemalan households cook over an open fire.
With a plancha (cooktop) stove, serious burns are eliminated,
indoor smoke is reduced 95%, and fuel consumption by over 50%.
BURN’s simple design modifications—increased insulation,
centering the main cooking pot on the stovetop, improving
combustion—further reduce fuel use and emissions by another
20%.
Courtesy of BURN Design Lab and Hands for Peacemaking
Foundation
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Dharavi Diary
Designers: Nawneet Ranjan with Dharavi community (Dharavi,
Mumbai, India), 2014–present
Used In: India

© Nawneet Ranjan
A hands-on technology literacy and storytelling platform in India,
Dharavi Diary began with a girls’ coding workshop, Girls for
Change. The goal: to give girls living in the informal settlement
Dharavi the skills to make changes in Mumbai and beyond, and to
help them see challenges as opportunities for innovation. Their first
project was to design mobile apps to address major community
problems such as domestic violence, child labor, and women’s
security. Today, the students number over 400 and include boys.
The projects encompass a range of subjects, including the Clean
and Green app, a geotagged photo of rubbish that can be sent to
the local municipality.
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Inclusive World! Globe
Designers/fabricators: Student change-makers, Dharavi Diary
(Dharavi, Mumbai, India), 2016; Bamboo, electrical wiring, paper,
watercolor paint
As part of Dharavi Diary’s Around & Within the World project,
students created installations to explore their own family and
community’s narrative and impact on the world’s problems.
Together the students collected materials to make a threedimensional globe while learning about sustainable ways to
address global issues.
Courtesy of Dharavi Diary
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Kio Kit
Designers: BRCK; Collaborators: TEAGUE (prototype), Cramasie
(mechanical engineer) (Nairobi, Kenya), 2015–present
Used In: Belgium, Ethiopia, Kenya, Kiribati, Malawi, Mexico,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Solomon Islands, South Sudan, Tanzania,
Uganda, United Kingdom, United States of America, Zanzibar,
Zimbabwe

Photo Barbara Muriungi Collett © BRCK Inc.
Designed in Kenya, the Kio Kit instantly turns remote schoolrooms
into digital classrooms. The teacher-informed design is easy to use
and rugged—dust, humidity and drop resistant—for people at the
very edge of the grids. The Kit does not rely on constant power and
connectivity in order to work. Nairobi-based technology innovator
BRCK designed Kio Kit as part of their pioneering, ground-up
development of consumer and educational electronics in East
Africa. Kio Kit’s educational platform—Learn, Play and Grow—
aligns with academic Kenyan curriculum requirements and includes
games to stimulate critical thinking and content to develop
responsible citizenship.
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Kio Kit Case with SupaBRCK, Kio Tablets, Headphones
Designers: Erik Hersman, Jeff Maina, Reginald Orton, Nivi Sharma,
Philip Walton, Barre Yasin, BRCK; Collaborators: Matt Schoenholz,
TEAGUE, Colin Crosland, Simon Salter, Cramasie; Manufacturer:
BRCK (China, Kenya, Taiwan, United Kingdom), 2017; Charging
case hardware: ABS, acetal, polypropylene and polyvinyl chloride
plastics, aluminum, printed circuit boards, mild and stainless steel,
neoprene foam, nylon, silicone rubber, Modified protective case:
Polypropylene copolymer, Tablet cradle: Polypropylene plastic,
Filter: Glass and synthetic fiber, SupaBRCK: Aluminum, ceramiclithium polymer battery, fiberglass-reinforced polymer, glass, paper,
polycarbonate and polypropylene plastics, neoprene foam, rubber,
stainless steel, Tablet: ABS plastic, copper, glass, lithium polymer
battery, printed circuit board, Headphones: Plastic and metal
components
Kits consist of 40 tablets pre-loaded with primary educational
content, kid-friendly earphones, a hardened, water-resistant, and
mobile-lockable wireless charging case with up to 5 terabytes of
storage. Tablets simply slip into a slot to recharge—1 plug charges
and stores solar energy for 8 hours of uninterrupted learning.
Courtesy of BRCK Inc.
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Maya Pedal
Designers: Maya Pedal (San Andrés Itzapa, Guatemala), 1997–
present
Used In: Argentina, Bolivia, Canada, Colombia, El Salvador,
France, Germany, Guatemala, Honduras, Kenya, India, Mexico,
Nicaragua, Spain, Uganda, United States of America

Courtesy of Mario Juarez
Maya Pedal designs, manufactures, and distributes over 20
different models of bicimaquinas (bike-machines) made from
recycled bicycles in Guatemala. First designs were human-powered
agricultural machines, later expanding to include a broad range of
applications, from a bomba (water pump) that supplies water to
local neighborhoods to a bicilicuadora (blender) used to make
shampoos. Easy to fabricate and maintain, these ingenious lowcost devices are made with a few bike parts and only require basic
tools and a welder. The fully Guatemalan workshop supports microenterprises, energy independence, and sustainable development to
improve the environment, health, productivity, and the economy of
local families.
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Bicimolino
Designers/manufacturers: Felix Chali, Carlos Hernandez, Mario
Juarez, Rubelcy Molina, Maya Pedal (San Andrés Itzapa,
Guatemala), 2018; Painted cyprus plywood seat and back, steel
frame, zinc cast iron
The Bicimolino (bike-mill) has dual functions either as a manual mill
(on display) or a corn sheller. This time saving and cost effective
design can grind 3 pounds of beans or wet corn (for tortillas) in 1
minute, rather than 30 minutes with a stone grinder, allowing
farmers to grind their own products at minimal cost.

Maize and Coffee Sacks
The Maya Pedal Bicimolino can grind 30 pounds of dry corn in as
little as 20 minutes or 10 pounds of coffee beans in only 6 minutes.
Courtesy of Maya Pedal
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M-PESA 1Tap
Designers: Nearex (Bangalore, India) for Safaricom (Nairobi,
Kenya), 2016–present
Used In: Kenya

Courtesy of Safaricom
Innovative technologies developed in Africa improve access to
financial systems. Peer-to-peer money transfer service M-PESA
(mobile money) began in 2007 as a simple way to send money to
any mobile phone subscriber in Kenya. As of 2017, close to 90% of
all cashless payments in Kenya are made with mobile phones.
Responding to customer and merchant feedback Safaricom
engaged India-based mobile payment startup Nearex to design a
more streamlined experience with the M-PESA 1Tap system. An
evolution in cashless transactions, 1Tap reduces the number of
steps from eight to one, while improving accuracy and privacy.
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1Tap NFC Card
Designers/manufacturers: Nearex (India) for Safaricom, 2016;
Recyclable polyethylene terephthalate and polyvinyl chloride
plastics

1Tap NFC Phone Sticker
Designers/manufacturers: Nearex (India) for Safaricom, 2016;
Recyclable polyethylene terephthalate and polyvinyl chloride
plastics

1Tap NFC Wristband
Designers/manufacturers: Nearex (China) for Safaricom, 2016;
Polyvinyl chloride plastic, rubber, waterproof silicone
Available from Safaricom shops and dealers—ubiquitous
throughout Kenyan cities—M-PESA customers use either a NFC
card, wristband, or sticker attached to their phone, to make MPESA transactions. The design incorporates near-field
communication (NFC) wireless technology enabling two electronic
devices to securely exchange data when less than 2 inches from
each other.
Courtesy of Safaricom

1Tap NFC Point-of-Sale Device
Designers/manufacturers: Nearex (China) for Safaricom, 2016;
Plastic, epoxy
A 1Tap merchant point-of-sale device allows M-PESA users to
easily make payments by tapping their NFC band, phone sticker, or
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card after a merchant initiates a transaction. Rolling out first to
supermarkets, gas stations, and restaurants, the system offers
immense opportunities for expansion to the 100,000 informal micromerchants throughout Kenya.
Courtesy of Safaricom

Video, M-PESA 1Tap
2:20 minutes
2018 Produced by Tek Production Services Limited
2009 Edited by Red Sky Advertising Agency
Courtesy of Safaricom
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How might design improve how people LIVE?
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ReMotion Knee
Designers: D-Rev (San Francisco, California, USA), 2011–present
Used In: Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El
Salvador, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Haiti, Indonesia,
India, Kenya, Cambodia, Mexico, Nigeria, Nicaragua, Netherlands,
Nepal, Philippines, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey,
Uganda, United States, Vietnam

© D-Rev
In many parts of the world, prosthetic clinicians cannot offer
affordable care to their patients because of the high cost of
prosthetic components. Non-profit D-Rev designs and delivers low
cost medical devices for underserved clinics by listening to patients
and practitioners. Currently working in 28 countries, they can
deliver a device, including the ReMotion Knee, to clinics around the
globe in one week. No longer limited to crutches or a wheelchair,
amputees can enjoy improved mobility—and are now empowered
to complete their education, return to work, and start new
businesses.
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ReMotion Knee with prosthetic
Designers: Krista Donaldson, Sam Hamner, Michael Hong, Rajen
Kumar, Vinesh Narayan, Kam Redlawsk, Casey Trubo, Rob Weiss,
D-Rev; Manufactured in China, 2017–present; Plastic, rubber, steel

© Kam Redlawsk
Responding to patients’ requirement that the knee look normal
when sitting and walking, D-Rev designed a knee joint without
sharp edges that would not protrude from clothing, which improved
acceptance with their communities. To reduce the need for frequent
maintenance and travel to a distant clinic, the design includes only
simple components.
Courtesy of D-Rev

ReMotion Knee prototype
Designers/fabricators: Vinesh Narayan, D-Rev, Joel Sadler, Eric
Thorsell, ReMotion (San Francisco, California, USA), 2010; Plastic,
steel, rubber
Tested in: Ecuador
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Based on the Jaipur Knee design, this prototype was used for
patient trials. Designed to appeal to more users, it is more
contoured—meeting the cosmetic expectations of patients—and
includes a noise-reducing bumper, an extension assist spring, and
an adapter for compatibility with prosthetic limb systems commonly
used around the world.
Courtesy of D-Rev

Jaipur Knee
Designers: Ayo Roberts, Joel Sadler, Angelo Szychowski, Eric
Thorsell, Stanford University students (Stanford, California, USA);
Manufacturer: Bhagwan Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata Samiti
(Jaipur, India), 2008; Plastic, steel
Used in: India
This initial knee joint, the Jaipur Knee, was designed by a team of
Stanford University students in collaboration with the Bhagwan
Mahaveer Viklang Sahayata Samiti (BMVSS) charitable
organization in Jaipur, India. Still in production, it has been used by
over 8,000 of the organization’s patients who have been fitted with
prosthetic limbs, free of charge.
Courtesy of D-Rev
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SmartCane
Designers: AssisTech Laboratory at Indian Institute of Technology
Delhi and Saksham Trust (Delhi, India), 2007–present
Used In: Australia, Bahrain, Egypt, Ethiopia, France, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Philippines, Poland, South Africa, Sri
Lanka, Taiwan, United Arab Emirates

Courtesy of Mr. Piyush Chanana
Visually-impaired people in countries like India face different
challenges—including low-hanging wires or signage with
inadequate head clearance along often narrow foot paths—than
their counterparts in locations with stricter regulations. With no
footprint on the ground, obstacles can cause serious injury if not
detected by a typical white cane. Designed in India, the SmartCane
detects obstructions between a person’s knee and chest up to ten
feet away. Sensors emit and receive ultrasonic waves that trigger
haptic vibrations when a physical hazard is detected, using various
patterns to differentiate obstacles and distances.
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SmartCane device (attached to white cane)
Designers: Meenakshi Balakrishnan, Dheeraj Mehra, Rohan Paul,
PVM Rao, AssisTech Laboratory at Indian Institute of Technology
Delhi and Dipendra Manocha, Saksham Trust; Manufacturer:
Phoenix Medical Systems (Chennai, India); Body: Polycarbonate
plastic, Components: Ultrasonic sensors, microcontroller, battery,
on/off and indoor/outdoor switches, angle adjustment and mounting
mechanisms, cane

Photo Arshad Nasser © AssisTech, IIT Delhi
The SmartCane device fits on top of a white cane, designed to
double as both ergonomic handle and smart detection tool,
enhancing a white cane’s limitations. Costing about $75 USD, the
SmartCane outperforms its nearest competitor costs of $1,000
USD—and 38,000 of these low-cost canes have now been sold in
India, with interest growing in Africa.
Courtesy of AssisTech, IIT Delhi
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Solar Ear
Designers: Clement Bagwasi, Tendekayi Katsiga, Dwililani
Kealotshwe, Botsile Ntshekisang, Modesta Nyirenda, Sarah Phiri,
Howard Weinstein, Godisa Technologies Trust (Gaborone,
Botswana), 2002–present
Used In: Angola, Argentina, Bolivia, Botswana, Brazil, Cambodia,
Cameroon, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia,
France, Germany, Ghana, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Israel, Kenya,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mexico, Nepal, Palestine, Paraguay,
Philippines, Poland, Russia, Rwanda, South Africa, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, United Kingdom, United
States, Vietnam, Yemen, Zambia, Zimbabwe

Courtesy of Howard Weinstein
An estimated 66% of people living with hearing loss reside in
underserved countries, yet only 10% use hearing aids. Batteries,
hard to find in remote areas, are also the largest expense. In 2002,
a team in Botswana—the majority deaf—designed an affordable,
quality hearing aid and a solar charger, costing only $100
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compared to $1,800 for conventional aids. This product innovation
allows children to attend school, and adults to work. In China, the
Botswanans trained deaf workers, reversing a policy that prohibited
the deaf from electronics jobs. In Brazil, Solar Ear further
developed a low cost digital hearing aid.

Solar Charger, Hearing Aid, Rechargeable Batteries
Designers: Godisa Technologies Trust; Manufacturer: Deaftronics
(Gaborone, Botswana), 2018; Charger: ABS plastic, resistors,
capacitors, diode LED, solar panel; Hearing aid: Plastic shell,
printed circuit boards
Solar Ear solar-powered hearing aid unit includes a digital
rechargeable hearing aid, a solar battery charger, and rechargeable
batteries. With 52,000 solar chargers in use in 39 countries, Solar
Ear seeks to reach 80 million people with a hearing loss by 2025.
Courtesy of Solar Ear
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ShelterBox
Designers: ShelterBox (Cornwall, United Kingdom); Partners:
Habitat for Humanity, International Federation of Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies, Rotary International, United Nations
International Organization for Migration, United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees, 2000–present
Used In: Afghanistan, Algeria, Angola, Australia, Bahamas,
Bangladesh, Bolivia, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Burkina Faso,
Burundi, Cameroon, Chile, China, Colombia, Congo, Cuba,
Dominican Republic, Democratic Republic of the Congo, East
Timor, Ecuador, Egypt, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Fiji, Gaza, Ghana,
Grenada, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq (Kurdistan),
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, Lesotho, Liberia,
Libya, Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Malta, Mexico,
Mozambique, Myanmar, Namibia, Nepal, Nicaragua, Niger, Nigeria,
North Korea, Pakistan, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Peru,
Philippines, Romania, Russia, Samoa, Serbia, Solomon Islands,
Somalia, Somaliland, Sri Lanka, St. Lucia, Sudan, Swaziland,
Syria, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Turks & Caicos, Uganda, Ukraine,
United States of America, Zambia

Courtesy of ShelterBox
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Overwhelmed by the number of disasters around the world, the
head of the Cornwall, England chapter of the international service
organization Rotary sent out over 100 aid boxes to begin
ShelterBox. An alternative to less humane communal shelters, the
singular shelter-in-a-box gave people space for families to rebuild
hope and dignity. Pre-deployed to 20 locations around the world,
the mobile design enables multi-modal delivery—from camel to
helicopter—to the most remote locations. With its core mission to
save lives, the organization collaborates with other international aid
groups, delivering over 135,000 ShelterBoxes, 29,000 Shelter Tool
Kits, and 14,000 SchoolKits from Afghanistan to Zambia.
ShelterBox
Designers: ShelterBox; Partners: LuminAID (Chicago, Illinois,
USA), Pure Hydration (Farnham, United Kingdom), TANA Netting
(Dubai, United Arab Emirates), Vango (Port Glasgow, United
Kingdom), 2018; Container: Polypropylene, Tarpaulin:
Polyethylene, Tent: Polyester, polyethylene, fiberglass, Kitchen set:
Stainless steel, plastic, Blanket: Polyester, Ground sheet:
Polyester, polyvinyl chloride, Mosquito net: Polyester deltamethrin,
Tool bag: Water resistant canvas, Saw: Steel, Hammer: Steel,
rubber, Rope: Nylon, Duct tape, Water purifier: Plastic, Solar light:
Thermoplastic polyurethane polyether, Wood burning stove: Steel,
Collapsible can: Polyethylene
These sturdy green boxes are designed to hold practical tools to
help families recover from natural disaster. All boxes include a tent;
other contents differ depending on the disaster and climate, and
may contain solar lights, water storage and purification equipment,
thermal blankets, a tool kit, and cooking utensils—all provided to
facilitate a return to everyday life.
Courtesy of ShelterBox USA
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Shelter Tool Kit
Designers/manufactures: International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies; Partner: ShelterBox (distributor),
2018; Container: Polypropylene, Tarpaulin: Polyethylene, Rope:
Polypropylene, Handsaw: Steel, Nails: Steel, Shovel: Steel, Hoe:
Steel, Shears: Steel, Wire: Steel, Hammer: Steel

Courtesy of ShelterBox
Using materials sourced from their surroundings, many families
often begin to rebuild their homes with whatever tools they can
access. The shelter repair kit is designed to provide tools and some
materials, such as tarps and ropes, to enable people to remain on
their own land and make interim repairs.
Courtesy of ShelterBox USA

SchoolBox
Designers: ShelterBox, 2018; Container: Polypropylene, Contents:
Colored pencils, blackboard paint and brush, pencils, hole punch,
solar or wind-up radio, calculator, pencil sharpener, chalk, math set,
school packs
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Courtesy of ShelterBox
Designed to turn any location into a classroom, each blue box
contains materials for 50 children and all the items needed to run a
school, including blackboard paint. When children lose everything,
providing classes and a safe space enables students and teachers
a chance to continue their lives and restore their futures.
Courtesy of ShelterBox USA
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Table House
Designers: Rainer Hehl, ABC Office (Berlin, Germany) and Jo
Noero, Noero Architects (Cape Town, South Africa); Collaborators:
Marc Salomon (builder), Paul Talliard, Hands of Honour (social
entrepreneurs) with the Klipfontein community (Cape Town, South
Africa), 2015–present
Used In: South Africa

Photo Uno Pereira © Rainer Hehl, Jo Noero
South Africa’s post-apartheid national policy required the
government to build housing for all, but the result has been 3.5
million 475-square feet houses on the city edge. Many people
remain in precarious self-built “shack” settlements. Responding to
this crisis, two award-winning architects teamed with a social
entrepreneur in Cape Town to design a new housing typology. Not
a completed work, Table House acts as a trigger for residents to
creatively extend their homes by recycling and upcycling existing
building materials. The low-cost permanent structure enables
residents to improve their houses gradually and establish a local
building economy based on social and cultural practice.
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Study model (1:33)
Designers: ABC Office and Noero Architects; Fabricator: ABC
Office (Berlin, Germany), 2017-18; Cardboard, acrylic and
polycarbonate plastics, paint, polystyrene foam, wood, wood
veneer

Graphic by Rainer Hehl © Rainer Hehl, Jo Noero
The simple Table House structure—designed to be built in 3 days—
consists of 4 posts (table legs), steel beams, and a deck (table top).
A diagonally-braced system adjusts to different sizes to create the
deck, which functions as either the roof or first floor. Infill
construction by local unskilled labor takes an additional 3 days.
Courtesy of Rainer Hehl and Jo Noero
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Manual
Designers: ABC Office (Berlin, Germany), 2017; Plastified paper
An illustrated manual freely distributed to residents describes the
Table House construction steps. The manual will be available in a
printed version and digitally for smart phones.
Courtesy of Rainer Hehl
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In what ways can design ACT as a catalyst for
change?
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Ampli DxRx Kit
Designers: Little Devices Lab @ MIT (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
USA), 2015–present
Used In: Chile, Nicaragua, Hong Kong, Senegal (Dx diagnostic
blocks); Nicaragua (Rx paper pharmacy); Chile, Nicaragua
(FairTradeBio vial); Nicaragua, Chile, Honduras, Senegal
(LittleDrop)

Photo Nabila Agila © Massachusetts Institute of Technology Little
Devices Lab
Millions of people, especially those living in developing and
emerging economies, do not have access to life-saving drugs
because the medicines may be rare, too new, or expensive.
Drawing on the wellspring of local knowledge and talent available in
small, low-resource labs around the world, MIT’s Little Devices Lab
designed a low-cost, compact how-to kit enabling labs to make their
own medicines and diagnostic tests. Each AMPLI kit (an acronym
for asynchronous modular paperfluidic linear instrument‐free)
consists of a library of diagnostic blocks, which enables labs to
examine fairly-gathered scientific specimens using open source
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affordable tools, and a paper pharmacy machine to supply
affordable drugs.

Dx Diagnostic Blocks
Designers/fabricators: Nicolas Albarran, Jonah Butler, Jierui Fang,
Jose Gomez-Marquez, Kimberly Hammad-Schifferly, Hanna
Khoury, Briana Lino, Elizabeth Phillips, Alvaro Rivera, Anna Young,
Little Devices Lab @ MIT (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA), 2018;
ABS plastic, acrylic, clinical chemistry reagents, immunoassay,
nitrocellulose, paper, tubing
Inspired by the way hand-placed breadboard components
democratized electronic fabrication, Little Devices Lab designed
modular diagnostic blocks that, when snapped together, form a
circuit that is able to form, stop, and modify reactions in real time.
Ampli blocks contain paper-based fluidic elements pre-formed into
shapes that passively store, transport, split, and mix reagents.
Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Little Devices
Lab

Rx Paper Pharmacy Machine
Designers/fabricators: Nicolas Albarran, Jonah Butler, Jierui Fang,
Jose Gomez-Marquez, Kimberly Hammad-Schifferly, Hanna
Khoury, Briana Lino, Elizabeth Phillips, Alvaro Rivera, Anna Young,
Little Devices Lab @ MIT (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA), 2018;
AA battery, ABS plastic, acrylic, active pharmaceutical compound
precursor reagents, cardboard, clinical chemistry reagents,
fiberglass, paper, string, toy electric motor, tubing
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Graphic by Briana Lino and Jierui Fang © Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Little Devices Lab
The pharmacy machine is designed to generate locallymanufactured medicines using strings of Ampli blocks that hold
dried reagents replenished by a gravity-fed biochemical plumbing
system. A synthesis reaction is generated across the block array of
on-board gravity reagent feeders, and a rotating collector
aggregates the resulting pharmaceutical products and dries them
for later processing.
Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Little Devices
Lab

FairTradeBio Vial
Designers/fabricators: Jose Gomez-Marquez and Anna Young,
Little Devices Lab @ MIT (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA), 2018;
Label, plastic, rubber
FairTradeBio certified vials and devices provide a social contract
between the research community and participants who provide their
bio asset. The design of each vial includes the patient’s first name,
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a selected privacy setting, specimen date taken, travel distance
from home, wait time, and a note on whether the disease or
symptoms were treatable.
Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Little Devices
Lab

LittleDrop
Designers/fabricators: Kim Feng, Jose Gomez-Marquez, Lydia
Light, and Lucas Santana, Little Devices Lab @ MIT (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA) and hacked worldwide, 2018; ABS plastic,
aluminum, electronics, light-emitting diodes, polydimethylsiloxane
silicone polymer, stainless steel
Expensive, single-drop spectrophotometers are used to detect
everything from glucose levels to trace chemicals in drinking water.
The LittleDrop kit includes low-cost open source microcontrollers,
coupled with an optics and sensor kit designed to convert an
everyday office stapler into a fully functional, affordable, drop-based
spectrophotometer.
Courtesy of Massachusetts Institute of Technology Little Devices
Lab
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SHE28
Designers: Sustainable Health Enterprises (Kigali, Rwanda and
New York, New York, USA); Partners: Rwanda Women's Network
(Kigali, Rwanda), Swisscontact (Zurich, Switzerland), UNICEF
Rwanda (Kigali, Rwanda), 2009–present
Used In: Rwanda

Courtesy of Sustainable Health Enterprises
One out of 5 girls and women in Rwanda miss up to 50 days of
school and work because they cannot afford to buy menstrual pads,
costing the country’s economy millions. Elizabeth Scharpf founded
SHE28, which couples taboo-busting health education with a
business model based on local production. The initiative trains
female farmers and employs women at the SHE production site.
Locally grown banana fibers form the absorbent core of the pads.
The sustainable design reaches over 25,000 women and girls. The
team is researching potential launches in Bangladesh, India,
Kenya, Nepal, Uganda, and Zimbabwe.
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go! pads
Designers/manufacturers: Sustainable Health Enterprises (Ngoma,
Rwanda), 2018; Pad: Banana fibers, tissue paper, polyethylene
leak-proof barrier, polypropylene non-woven fabric, silicone coated
paper over adhesive, Package: High density polyethylene, printing
ink
SHE28 provides equipment and training to Rwandan banana
farmers who process and sell agricultural waste materials to them.
Tons of discarded trunk fiber is cut, washed, fluffed, solar-dried,
and turned into menstrual pads at a community factory. Go! pads
are sold at low cost—6 cents per pad—to women and schools, and
given to girls who need them.
Courtesy of Sustainable Health Enterprises

Video, SHE28
2017
1:30 minutes
Produced by and courtesy of Classy.org
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Kuja Kuja Self-Submit Feedback System
Designers: American Refugee Committee (Minneapolis, Minnesota,
USA), Kuja Kuja design team (Mahama Refugee Camp, Rwanda
and Nakivale Refugee Settlement, Uganda), IDEO.org (San
Francisco, California, USA), 2017–present
Used In: Rwanda, Somalia, Uganda

Courtesy of Izere Anny Sybille
Embracing a 21st-century service model the American Refugee
Committee collaborated with IDEO.org to design aspects of the
Kuja Kuja real-time feedback system. The Kuja Kuja team
(residents and staff working in the camps) ask camp residents if
they are satisfied or unsatisfied with the day’s service—from food
and water to education and health care—and whether they have
ideas on how to make them better. A public online dashboard
tracks responses. To gain insights into peoples' receptivity, the
design team made a series of quick iterative prototypes, from a
talking stick to a simple box, to hone the current Self-Swipe 2.0
version in use today.
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Talking Stick prototype
Designers: IDEO.org with American Refugee Committee, Kuja Kuja
design team; Fabricators: Fictiv, IDEO.org, Kuja Kuja design team
(Nakivale Refugee Settlement, Uganda and San Francisco,
California, USA), 2017; Prototype: ABS plastic, electronics, Stand:
metal, wood
Designed to use off-grid technology, the Talking Stick prototype
tested the potential for customers to self-submit feedback on
service at a busy water point in Nakivale Refugee Settlement in
Uganda. Two buttons with smiley and sad faces enabled residents
to rate their experience. The one unit transmitted 150 responses for
1 month.
Courtesy of American Refugee Committee

Self-Swipe 1.0 prototype
Designers/fabricators: Kuja Kuja design team, American Refugee
Committee (Mahama Refugee Camp, Rwanda), 2018; Digital
tablet, box, nail, string, tape

Courtesy of Dieudonne Ntakirutimana
This simple prototype was hung at a community kitchen exit door of
the Mahama Camp in Rwanda. The design tested whether more
residents would rate the service experience—swiping satisfied or
unsatisfied on a tablet. A Kuja Kuja team member demonstrated for
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residents. The number of customer responses increased to 100–
140 responses each day.
Courtesy of American Refugee Committee

Self-Swipe 2.0 prototype
Designers: Kuja Kuja design team, American Refugee Committee
(Mbarara, Rwanda); Fabricator: Russell Rose (Pierceton, Indiana,
USA), 2018; Digital tablet, aluminum pan and scrap sheeting, pop
rivets, d-rings, screws, hook and loop fastener, cord, paint,
adhesive vinyl
This second version Self-Swipe is a lightweight and low-cost tablet
that can be hung in any location—trees, sides of buildings, or sign
posts. The design protects the tablet and tests whether its visible
and inviting design improves response rates. In the first two
months, 17 units were installed and residents sent 40,000
responses.
Courtesy of American Refugee Committee

Video, Kuja Kuja Digital Dashboard
Launched in 2017
Produced by Kuja Kuja
Courtesy of American Refugee Committee
Kuja Kuja is a public digital platform designed to track and
aggregate refugee camp resident satisfaction feedback in real time.
Bridging the geographic distance in a human way, it has the
potential to fundamentally shift the way humanitarian organizations
serve refugee populations.
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HarassMap
Launch Version: Designers: Rebecca Chiao, Sawsan Gad, Engy
Ghozlan; Collaborators: Justin Kiggins, NiJeL, and volunteers
(Cairo, Egypt), 2010–17
Current Version: Designers: Rebecca Chiao, Sawsan Gad, Engy
Ghozlan, Hadeer Mohamed, Alia Soliman; Collaborators: Paul
Barton, Noora Flinkman, Timothy Quinn, and volunteers (Cairo,
Egypt), 2017–present
Used In: Egypt, Turkey, South Africa

Photo Mostafa AdbelAty © HarassMap
After experiencing daily sexual harassment on Egypt’s streets, 4
women designed an online crowd-mapped anonymous reporting
system. Anyone can share individual incidents via text message,
noting the location, date and time, personal and witness accounts,
and any interventions. The texts are then aggregated to reveal
hotspots for harassment. HarassMap combined the groundbreaking
open-source Ushahidi mapping template and FrontlineSMS
software, becoming a model for other groups tackling issues such
as hate crimes. In 2016 the team expanded their reach engaging
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academic, civic, and private organizations to take a collective stand
against the epidemic of sexual harassment and assault of women.

Video, HarassMap
2018
2:15 minutes
Produced by and courtesy of HarassMap

HarassMap-inspired Initiatives
HarassMap provides open access to their materials, helping groups
set up reporting systems in the following countries: Afghanistan,
Algeria, Australia, Bangladesh, Belgium, Brazil, Burundi,
Cambodia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany,
India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Lebanon, Libya,
Malawi, Malaysia, Mexico, Montenegro, Morocco, Nigeria,
Pakistan, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Scotland, South Africa, South
Sudan, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, United Kingdom,
United States of America, Yemen, and Zimbabwe.
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How can design INCLUDE those who have been
excluded?
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Map Kibera
Designers: Erica Hagen, Mikel Maron, GroundTruth Initiative with
Kibera community members, OpenStreetMap contributors (Kibera,
Nairobi, Kenya), 2009–present
Used In: Kenya

Photo Joshua Ogure © Map Kibera Trust
In 2009, Nairobi’s densely populated informal settlement, Kibera,
appeared as a blank spot on official maps. Map Kibera evolved as
a crowd-sourced community-mapping project. Using the global
mapping project OpenStreetMap, GroundTruth Initiative
collaborated and trained area youth to survey their neighborhoods,
and with community members, they layered information to create
the first digital map of the settlement. Community meetings verified
the information, while the Voice of Kibera platform enabled
residents to share and geo-locate news, videos, and SMS
messages directly on the map, providing a voice and picture of life
in Kibera from a community perspective.
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Atlas—Education Layer
Designers: Erica Hagen, Mikel Maron, Map Kibera Trust with
Kibera community members, OpenStreetMap contributors (Kibera,
Nairobi, Kenya), 2009; Paper, ink
A Map Kibera atlas provides information to residents who do not
have access to a computer or the Internet. The mapping of small
informal schools helped strengthen ties to the formal school
system. In 2014, the team designed the Open Schools Kenya
project providing self-reported credible data for over 400 informal
schools throughout Nairobi.
Courtesy of Map Kibera Trust

Trace—Security Layer
Designers: Erica Hagen, Mikel Maron, Map Kibera Trust with
Kibera community members (Kibera, Nairobi, Kenya), 2009; Marker
on trace paper
For each Map Kibera layer—Security, Education, Water/Sanitation,
and Health—Kibera’s residents pinpointed every water and
sanitation location, school, church, mosque, health clinic, and
security problem on trace map overlays before adding to the online
version.
Lent by Map Kibera Trust
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Political Security Map
Designers: Laura Mugeha (cartography intern), Zacharia Wambua
(mapping lead), Map Kibera Trust with Kibera community members,
OpenStreetMap contributors (Kibera, Nairobi, Kenya), 2017; Print
on plastic sheet
In the 2007 elections, 1,300 people died due to inter-tribal and
police violence. The team designed and distributed Map Kibera
security maps each election cycle, identifying polling places and
potential hot spots. Voice of Kibera reporters tracked unfounded
rumors, uploading SMS and videos to de-escalate tensions.
Courtesy of Map Kibera Trust

Video, Map Kibera, Voices of Kibera, Open Schools Kenya
2018
3:50 minutes
Produced by Erica Hagen
Courtesy of Map Kibera Trust
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Freeze-Preventive Vaccine Carrier
Designers: PATH (Seattle, Washington, USA), 2013–present
Used In: India, Nepal

© 2018 PATH
When transporting vaccines to remote locations, health workers
use frozen ice packs to cool them and maintain their potency.
However, many newer, costly vaccines, such as human
papillomavirus, pneumonia, and rotavirus, are compromised if
frozen, leaving vaccinated children and infants at risk for disease.
Seeing the need, Seattle-based global health innovator PATH
designed a low-cost vaccine carrier that prevents accidental
freezing during the last mile of vaccine delivery. Supporting rapid
adoption in under-served countries, PATH released the carrier’s
design into the public domain. The first manufacturer of this lifesaving design is located in India.
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AFVC46 Vaccine Carrier
Designers: PATH; Manufacturer: AOV International (Noida, Uttar
Pradesh, India), 2017; Aluminized water vapor barrier, high density
polyethylene exterior, high impact polystyrene lining,
chlorofluorocarbon-free polyurethane foam insulation

Graphic by Scott Brown © 2018 PATH
The AFVC46—first freeze-prevention vaccine carrier pre-qualified
by the World Health Organization—reduces health worker burden
and protects vaccine potency by eliminating the need to condition
ice packs. Instead, frozen ice packs are inserted directly into the
carrier designed with a built-in barrier that shields the vaccines from
reaching both negative temperatures and excessive heat. Each
carrier can hold enough vaccines to help protect at least 35
children.
Courtesy of PATH and AOV International
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Project Masiluleke
Designers: frog (New York, New York, USA) with Integration of TB
in Education and Care for HIV/AIDS (iTEACH) (Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa); Collaborators: PopTech (Camden,
Maine, USA), Praekelt Foundation (Johannesburg, South Africa),
2007–14
Piloted In: South Africa

Photo Rachel Regina © ITEACH
South Africa has more HIV-positive citizens than any country in the
world. Project Masiluleke (meaning “hope” and “warm counsel” in
Zulu) uses mobile technology to raise awareness and portable kits
to encourage testing and guide people into care. Its first phase
delivered text messages in local languages, resulting in over 1.5
million calls to the national AIDS helpline. The innovative self-test
kit allows individuals to test privately—many avoid clinics due to
stigma—whenever and wherever they want. A study using the kit
concluded 98% of unsupervised participants understood their selftest results and follow-up care instructions, demonstrating how a
well-designed user experience can help save lives.
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HIV Self-Test Kit
Designers: Robert Fabricant, Rachel Regina, Allison Conner
Tutiven, frog; Partners: Krista Dong, Mary Dong, Sandile
Hlongwane, Siyabonga Mchunu, iTEACH (KwaZulu-Natal, South
Africa), 2014; Folded paper board, digital print graphics, ICARE HIV
1 & 2 rapid screen test, assay diluent (bottle), pipette, lancet,
alcohol swab
The free HIV self-testing kit features simple instructions that rely on
minimal literacy to enable users to test in the privacy of their own
homes, encouraging earlier diagnosis and treatment. The low-cost
pocket-size package was designed to appeal to a younger and
higher-risk population.
Courtesy of iTEACH, South Africa
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In what ways can design expand ACCESS?
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Kasungu Maternity Waiting Village
Designers: Christian Benimana, Patricia Gruits, John Maher,
Michael Murphy (co-founder), Jean Paul, Sebuhayi Uwase, MASS
Design Group (Boston, Massachusetts, USA); Collaborators:
Malawi Ministry of Health and Presidential Initiative for Safe
Motherhood (Lilongwe, Malawi), 2013–15
Location: Kasungu, Malawi

© Iwan Baan
Malawi has made significant improvements for maternal outcomes,
yet 1 in 36 expectant mothers still risks dying during pregnancy or
delivery. Communal waiting homes accommodate at-risk women
near health facilities, but these still lack proper sanitation,
increasing chances of infection. Collaborating with the Ministry of
Health, public-interest architects MASS Design Group devised an
alternative “waiting village” of small sleeping units. The design aims
to empower the women with safer, healthier, more comfortable
dignified spaces. Multiple smaller units—3 units per cluster, 3
rooms each—allow for optimized natural light and ventilation, and
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address temperature fluctuations, while minimizing spread of
disease.

Presentation model (1:125)
Designers/fabricators: MASS Design Group (Boston,
Massachusetts, USA), 2018; Basswood, cardstock, walnut
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The sustainable structures are built with local labor using non-fired
bricks and incorporate rain-water collection and solar powered
lighting. The design reflects regional custom where people spend
most of their time outdoors. Covered pathways connect units;
courtyards and benches provide space for interaction; and shared
kitchens and classrooms help build community.
Lent by MASS Design Group
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Heart Strings
Designers: Mother Health International (Atiak, North Uganda),
2007–present
Used In: Guinea, Haiti, India, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda

Courtesy of Dr. Chioke I'Anson
The United Nations reports that 1,000 women die every day while
pregnant or giving birth—most (99%) live in emerging and
developing economies. Inspired by a string of beads women use to
track menstrual cycles in relation to the moon, two midwives
working in an internally displaced persons camp in northern
Uganda designed a low-cost, color-coded bracelet that allows
traditional midwives, who cannot read or write, to monitor fetal heart
tones and pulse in pregnant women and infants. World Health
Organization studies show that pregnant women who receive
intermittent fetal monitoring have dramatically reduced rates of
infant mortality.
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Heart String Kit
Designers: Olivia Kimball and Rachel Zaslow, Mother Health
International; Manufacturers: Bracelet (Uganda), Timer (various),
Horn (Pan American Health Organization, Uruguay); Instruction
card (New York, New York, USA), 2015; Bracelet: Locally made
glass, string, Timer: Plastics, sand, Horn: Plastic, Instruction card:
Coated paper
The life-saving design consists of the beaded bracelet; a simple
sand timer; a cone shaped horn that amplifies a fetal heartbeat; and
illustrated instructions. Midwives press a bead each time they hear
a fetal tone until the timer empties, observing where they land on
the Heart String. White indicates a low heartbeat, green is normal,
and red too high.
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LifeStraw
Designers: Vestergaard (Lausanne, Switzerland), 2005–present
Used: Worldwide

Courtesy of LifeStraw
More than 3 million people, mainly children, die each year from
water-related diseases. LifeStraw was designed to turn any surface
water into drinking water and it’s one of several products that global
health company Vestergaard designs, manufactures, and
distributes. Approached by The Carter Center with an aim to
eradicate Guinea worm disease, Vestergaard designed a plastic
pipe filter to strain out Guinea worm larvae. They followed in 2005
with the design of the first version of the LifeStraw, which removes
over 99% of waterborne bacteria, including E. coli and Salmonella;
waterborne protozoa, including Giardia and Cryptosporidium; and
microplastics.
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Guinea Worm Pipe Filter
Designers/manufacturers: Vestergaard; New Dehli, India
(manufacture) and Mogos, South Sudan (beading), 1996–present;
Exterior: Plastic; Interior: Nylon mesh filter

© The Carter Center / Louise Gubb
This pipe filter prevents transmission of Guinea worm disease from
drinking infected water. Needing a portable solution, a Western
Africa nomadic group attached Vestergaard’s initial cloth filter to the
end of a reed to use it like a straw. Inspired by this approach,
Vestergaard produced this durable plastic version and has donated
close to 38 million. Designed to be worn, it incorporates the
traditional beading of the Toposa people of South Sudan, and
signals the wearer’s regard for the community’s health and wellbeing.
Courtesy of The Carter Center
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LifeStraw
Designer: Vestergaard; Manufactured in South Korea, 2017;
Polypropylene plastic, ultrafiltration membranes
A gravity-fed microbiological water filter for individual use, the
LifeStraw converts up to 4,000 liters of contaminated water into
clean water. Portable, ultralight—weighing 2 ounces—and easy-touse, the straw-style filters are a vital tool for some of the 780 million
people who don’t have ready access to safe drinking water.
Courtesy of LifeStraw by Vestergaard

LifeStraw Family 2.0
Designers: Atelier de Chartreuse (Saint-Étienne-de-Crossey,
France), Think Think Design (Annecy-le-Vieux, France),
Vestergaard; Manufactured in South Korea, 2016; Polypropylene
plastic, ultrafiltration membranes
This tabletop filter converts up to 30,000 liters (supplying a family of
5 for 3 to 5 years) of microbiologically contaminated water into safe
drinking water using hollow fiber technology. It consists of a tap and
two durable tanks; one holds contaminated water and another
safely stores filtered water.
Courtesy of LifeStraw by Vestergaard

LifeStraw Community
Designers: Atelier de Chartreuse (Saint-Étienne-de-Crossey,
France), Think Think Design (Annecy-le-Vieux, France),
Vestergaard; Manufactured in South Korea, 2017; Polypropylene
plastic, ultrafiltration membranes
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Originally designed for a school in India this instant microbiological
water filter provides safe drinking water for community, educational,
and institutional settings. It uses hollow fiber filtration technology to
help prevent waterborne disease such as diarrhea, typhoid,
cholera, worms, and cryptosporidiosis. Four taps allow children to
access water at high volumes.
Courtesy of LifeStraw by Vestergaard
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SAFE AGUA Peru
Designers: ArtCenter College of Design (Pasadena, California,
USA) with the Cerro Verde community (Lima, Peru); Collaborators:
Socialab, TECHO Perú (Lima, Peru), 2009–present
Used In: Peru (Balde a Balde and Methodology Cards); Chile,
Colombia, Mexico, Peru (GiraDora)

Photo Erik Anderson © Designmatters at ArtCenter
SAFE AGUA Peru is a multi-disciplinary design studio where
students from California’s ArtCenter College of Design live with
families in Cerro Verde, a 30,000-person informal
settlement perched on the hillsides that surround Lima, Peru.
Student teams co-create innovative products and services to
improve access to safe water directly with community members.
Developed in partnership with a Chile-based nongovernmental
organization—the TECHO Innovation Center and its Socialab
incubator—the initiative designs full-size sustainable prototypes for
potential scalable implementation.
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Balde a Balde prototype
Designers: Kimberly Chow, Mariana Prieto, Carlos Vides
(students), Julka Almquist, Liliana Becerra, Dan Gottlieb, Penny
Herscovitch (faculty), ArtCenter College of Design, with Luz Ramos
Osorio, Karina Barreto Rojas, Rosa Vasques Huaman and family,
and the Cerro Verde community; Collaborators: Roberta Murynack,
Rubbermaid; Fabricators: Kimberly Chow (Los Angeles, California,
USA), Clip: Rubbermaid (Winchester, Virginia, USA), Pump:
Repurposed aquarium pump, Valve: ZoomRP (Santa Clarita, CA),
2011; ABS and polypropylene plastics, vinyl, steel

Photo Erik Anderson © Designmatters at ArtCenter
Balde a Balde (bucket to bucket) is a portable faucet designed to
provide running water from
any container, reducing the incidence of water-borne disease
caused by dirty water reuse. Attached to any container with a
universal clip, it harnesses gravity with a squeeze of a siphon pump
to start the water flow and is controlled with an on/off spout or twist
of a valve.
Lent by Kimberly Chow
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GiraDora functional prototype
Designers: Alex Cabunoc, Mariana Prieto, Ji A You (students),
Julka Almquist, Liliana Becerra, Dan Gottlieb, Penny Herscovitch
(faculty), ArtCenter College of Design with Luz Ramos Osorio,
Karina Barreto Rojas and the Cerro Verde community;
Collaborator: Jonathan Beckhardt, University of Southern California
(business student); Fabricators: Alex Cabunoc and Mabe (Mexico
City, Mexico), 2011; ABS and polypropylene plastics, carbon steel

Photo Stephen Swintek © Designmatters at ArtCenter
GiraDora is a human-powered washer/spin-dryer designed as an
alternative to labor intensive hand-washing. The user sits on top of
the drum-like appliance, pumps a foot pedal, which agitates,
cleans, rinses, then spin-dries clothes, more than doubling
productivity. It provides opportunities to generate income and to
begin breaking the poverty cycle.
Lent by Alex Cabunoc and Leticia Jiminez Licea
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SAFE AGUA Peru Methodology Cards
Designers/fabricators: Liliana Becerra, Dan Gottlieb, Penny
Herscovitch, Designmatters, ArtCenter College of Design
(Pasadena, California, USA), 2011; Cardstock, laminate, chain
Use of Methodology Cards is central to the SAFE AGUA Peru field
research. Inspired by IDEO’s method cards, they are designed to
facilitate discussions with their community partners to learn more
about their daily lives, aspirations, and limitations. The cards outline
participatory research methods, quantitative and qualitative
questions, and tips for empathetic engagement.
Courtesy of Designmatters at ArtCenter College of Design

Video, SAFE AGUA Peru
2012
3:05 minutes
Produced by Erik Anderson (cinematography), Alex Cabunoc, Kim
Chow (editing), Bianca Fuchs (graphic design)
Courtesy of Designmatters at ArtCenter College of Design
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Floating Community Lifeboats
Designer: Mohammed Rezwan, Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha
(Dhaka, Bangladesh), 2002–present
Used In: Atrai, Barnoi, Gurnoi, Nandhakuja, Gumani, and Boral
Rivers, Natore, Pabna, and Sirajganj districts, Bangladesh

Photo Abir Abdullah © Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha
One-third of Bangladesh floods annually, and it is projected to lose
17% of its land by 2050. Rather than design buildings that would be
underwater in his lifetime, architect Mohammed Rezwan designs
floating schools, libraries, health clinics, and training centers for
parents, serving 115,000 people a year. Partnering with local
wooden boat builders, discarded flat-bottom riverboats are modified
for new utility. A metal truss allows for column-free open spaces
and flexible use. Serving river communities not connected to the
electrical grid, the boats’ roofs are outfitted with solar photovoltaic
panels, which charge computers, lights, mobile phones, medical
equipment, and solar lanterns.
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Two-tier Boat scale model (1:48)
Designer/fabricator: Mohammed Rezwan, Shidhulai Swanirvar
Sangstha (Dhaka, Bangladesh), 2011; Bamboo, wood, iron sheet

Photo Abir Abdullah © Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha
Photo Abir Abdullah © Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha
A model of a two-tiered Floating Community Lifeboat. The 111vessel fleet includes 5 health clinics, 10 libraries, 22 schools, 7
training centers, 10 transport boats, with an additional 57 boats
providing transportation, shelter, storage, and emergency relief
during monsoon season.
Courtesy of Shidhulai Swanirvar Sangstha

Video, Excerpts from Easy Like Water
2013
3:15 minutes
Produced by and courtesy of Glenn Baker
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Pot-in-Pot Cooler
Designer/makers: Mohammed Bah Abba with local potters (Kano,
Nigeria); 1995–present
Used In: Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Chad, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Nigeria,
Sudan

Photo Awadalla Hamid © Practical Action
With limited infrastructure, rural Nigerian farmers found it difficult to
bring fresh produce to market. The pot-in-pot cooling system keeps
vegetables and fruits cool longer—tomatoes last for 21 days rather
than the 2-3 days without this technology. Nigerian teacher
Mohammed Bah Abba, concerned for the rural poor, designed this
low-cost solution based on a simple principle used as far back as
ancient Egypt. It consists of a small earthenware pot nestled within
a second pot, and space between is filled with sand and water, so
evaporation pulls heat away from the central pot’s interior.
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Zeer Pot
Makers: El Fasher Women’s Development Network; Partner:
Practical Action (training), (El Fasher, Darfur, Sudan), 2018; Lid:
Haraz wood, medium-density fiberboard, iron, Pots: Earthenware
clay, Stand: Iron
Introduced to making pot-in-pot coolers over a decade ago, a
women’s cooperative in Darfur makes the Zeer (pot-in-pot in
Arabic) and continues to produce the pots despite the troubles the
region has experienced. The Zeer provides women with an income
and families without access to electricity a way of preserving food
longer.
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Portable Light Project
Designers: KVA MATx design team (Boston, Massachusetts, USA)
and user communities (Rio de Janeiro and Amazon region, Brazil;
Pacific coastal villages, Nicaragua; Sierra Madre, Mexico; KwaZuluNatal, South Africa), 2003–present
Used In: Brazil, Mexico, Nicaragua, South Africa

Courtesy of Stacy Schaefer, Associate Professor, UC Chico
In response to the more than 1.3 billion people who live without
electricity, an interdisciplinary team at Boston-based KVA MATx
formed the Portable Light Project, a global initiative to create local
jobs and promote women’s stewardship of renewable energy
technology. Collaborating with underserved communities, they
design and make portable, rugged solar textile kits, providing clean
energy and light to improve education, health care, and economic
development, while strengthening the local craft traditions. By day,
kits can charge medical devices or mobile phones. At night,
renewable white light extends time for reading, tasks, and room
illumination, creating safer opportunities to socialize, study, and
work.
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Sierra Madre K+tsiuri prototype
Designers/makers: Estella Hernandez and Portable Light design
team (Comunidades de Wixárika, Sierra Madre, Mexico), 2007;
Corrugated plastic with hook and loop fastener (case), flexible solar
cells, light-emitting diode, natural yarn, non-woven textile reflector,
re-chargeable battery, wool
Used in: Comunidades de Wixárika, Sierra Madre, Mexico

Courtesy of KVA MATx
Indigenous women weavers integrate portable light technology into
a woven wool k+tsiuri (bag in Wixárika) using traditional looms and
sewing techniques. The portable personalized two panel lanterns
combine a bright LED, a water resistant dishwasher switch, and
rechargeable mobile phone battery, designed to provide access to
light and power when needed.
Lent by KVA MATx
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Luz Portátil Brasil Folding Lantern prototype
Designers/makers: Coopa-Rocha and Portable Light design team
(Favela Rocinha, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil); Collaborators: Pontificia
Univercidade Católica students (Rio de Janeiro, Brazil), 2012;
Lantern: Flexible solar cells, light-emitting diode, locally-sourced
boat tarp and non-woven textile reflector, re-chargeable battery,
recycled plastic (case); Bag: woven reed
Used in: Arapiuns and Tapajós Rivers communities, Amazon
region, Brazil

Courtesy of KVA MATx
A next generation Portable Light kit includes one flexible
photovoltaic panel, a high-brightness LED, a control tray with
battery, and USB port. Sewn by a favela women’s creative
cooperative, each lantern is designed to attach to a knapsack, bag,
or boat, offering a mobile energy infrastructure for families living
without electricity in the remote Amazon rainforest.
Lent by KVA MATx
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